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Statistics for CvmFS Web Month: Topic views: Topic saves: File uploads: Most popular topic views: Top viewers: Top contributors...
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Stratum One Service Operations For WLCG and friends of WLCG, major stratum 1 CvmFS services are operated at the below sites. Current software version documented on...
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CvmFS Client Setup Inside CERN This page details particulars for setting up CvmFS clients within CERN and is not for general CvmFS client setup, for that see: http...

**YubikeySigning**
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This page describes how to use a Yubikey 4 or Yubikey Nano on EL7.3 (or later) for CVMFS whitelist signing. The Yubikeys have a PIV applet installed by default that...

**NewRepo**
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Steps for Setting Up A New Repository Steps needed in Advance. Ask the repository requester. Initial size and #files as well as the growth rate of repository...
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This documentation has moved to github.

**WebHome**
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Central CVMFS Service within CERN IT Department Information on the central CVMFS Service. Details of all machines within the CVMFS service within IT Start...
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CvmFS Operations for PES Members These are tasks for PES members to do, this page is not of interest to anyone else. White List Signing IF IT EXPIRES ALL OF WLCG...
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**CVMFSaaS**
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Modernising CVMFS as a Service Project Description The CernVM Filesystem (CVMFS) is used by LHC experiments to deliver applications and content to the Worldwide LHC...

**NewKeypair**
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Useful commands for keypair generation

General steps Generate a `fake` certificate
openssl req x509 newkey rsa:2048 keyout key.pem out cert.pem days...
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Procedures for People maintaining CVMFS Repositories
Introduction For each CVMFS repository an installation box exists where access is controlled via an e group....
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Migration of CVMFS stratum 0 from Netapp to Pure CEPH. Status on July 9th 2015 todo lxcvmfs37.cern.ch: The CVMFS Stratum 0 for repo /cvmfs/atlas.cern.ch. lxcvmfs...
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Host Details of the CERN IT CVMFS Service There are two worlds of stratum 0s currently: Old world uses the netapp filer. New world uses ceph volumes....
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CVMFS Key and Config Distribution Plan This plan was agreed to in a meeting at CERN on 28 March 2014. Those attending the meeting were: Jakob Blomer (CERN)...
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Status and Purpose Minutes of the phone meeting on 20/02/2014: https://indico.cern.ch/event/303632/ This page summarizes the ideas for distributing configuration and...
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Maintaining a CernVM FS Repository CernVM FS repositories are maintained on dedicated machines, `release manager machines` or `installation boxes`, that provide writable...
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CvmFS Web Preferences The following settings are web preferences of the CvmFS web. These preferences overwrite the site level preferences in . and...
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TWiki search by CERN Search Results You may also search with the internal TWiki WebSearch . Please note that TWiki internal WebSearch may be very slow for large...
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